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THE SECRET OF CHARITY TEACH

Or… Tide to the Wharf

BY DONALD MELLEN

CAST OF CHARACTERS

(In Order of Speaking)
# of lines

ERNEST DEWGOOD ................town sheriff; a truly noble 78 
specimen indeed

DARLING DEWGOOD ...............a local activist; likes Gabby 31
GABBY GOTLUHKEE ................town deputy; enamored with 36 

Darling Dewgood
FRANKLIN DEWGOOD .............town mayor and father to 44 

Ernest and Darling; a good man
CHARITY TEACH .....................Dewgoods’ new housekeeper; 110 

beautiful, pure and sweet
SIMON SNAREWELL ...............town councilman and ne’er-do- 82 

well; has a voracious vocabulary
PERCIVAL WOOLSEY ...............Professor of Pirates at Oxford; 38 

Femoria’s target
FEMORIA FATALE ....................elusive vixen; has big plans 41 

for Percival

SETTING
Time:  The summer of 1850.
Place:  A town on the eastern seaboard of the USA.

SET DESCRIPTION
There are two sets used:  the drawing room of the Mayoral Manse and 
the wharf.

The Mayoral Manse set should appear elegant, as the Dewgoods are 
well-off, but not ostentatious. There is a small settee, a comfy chair 
and an end table CENTER. There are four doorways:  DOWN LEFT to the 
kitchen and dining room, UP LEFT to the library, UP RIGHT to upstairs, 
and DOWN RIGHT to the entryway and front door. A curio cabinet with 
knickknacks is next to the UP LEFT doorway, along the UPSTAGE wall. 
Other room decor can be added to dress up the set as desired.

The wharf set is simply a bare stage except for a single wharf piling 
center stage. If possible, a pelican sits atop the wharf piling. A large 
piece of blue cloth stretches across the front of the stage with the 
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ends going into the wings. This will rise to represent the rising waters 
when the tide comes in.
There are two scenes going to and from the wharf that take place in 
front of the curtain to allow for set changes.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

ACT ONE
Scene One:  The drawing room of the Dewgood home, also known as 

the Mayoral Manse, one morning.
Scene Two:  The same Mayoral Manse, later that day just before dinner.
Scene Three:  The Mayoral Manse, after lunch the next day.

ACT TWO
Scene One:  The Mayoral Manse, that evening.
Scene Two:  Moments later, on the way to the wharf, played before the 

curtain.
Scene Three:  Immediately following at the wharf.
Scene Four:  On the way back from the wharf, played before the curtain.
Scene Five:  The Mayoral Manse, an hour later.

See page 34 for set design.
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THE SECRET OF CHARITY TEACH

ACT ONE
Scene One

AT RISE:  The drawing room of the Dewgood home one morning. 
ERNEST reads a newspaper as DARLING ENTERS UP RIGHT.
ERNEST:  What a beautiful day. And where might you be off to this fine 

morning, my dear sister?
DARLING:  Well, my dear brother, I shall be attending the Homeless 

Hoedown and Ham-hock Hootenanny Planning Committee meeting.
ERNEST:  That sounds like yet another fine cause. I shall not keep you 

here any longer if you are in a hurry to leave.
DARLING:  No, I am in no hurry. I do not wish to arrive too early.
ERNEST:  Are you sure that is the reason? Or, perhaps, you do not wish 

to leave before a certain someone arrives?
DARLING:  I am sure that I do not know what you mean, dear brother.
ERNEST:  And if I were to tell you that my deputy will be meeting me at 

the office today, instead of—
DARLING:  (Disappointed.) He will not stop by this morning?
ERNEST:  (Smiles.) It is as I suspected. You and Deputy Gabby wish 

to pitch woo.
DARLING:  (Blushes.) But why is he not stopping by?
ERNEST:  I did not say that he was not stopping by. I merely asked 

what your reaction would be if I were to tell you that he was not 
stopping by.

DARLING:  Oh! Why must you tease me so, dear brother?
ERNEST:  I meant no harm. As it happens, I approve. Gabby is a 

fine man. Besides, I must watch out for my own dear sister. Does 
Father know?

DARLING:  Not yet. I believe that Deputy Gotluhkee will be declaring 
his intentions any day now. (There is a KNOCK DOWN RIGHT.)

ERNEST:  Speak of the devil!
DARLING:  How do I look?
ERNEST:  You look fine.
GABBY:  (ENTERS DOWN RIGHT.) Mornin’, Sheriff. (Sees DARLING. 

Quickly removes his hat. Suddenly formal.) Morning, Miss Dewgood. 
I didn’t expect t’ be runnin’ into you this mornin’. (Aside.) She’s as 
purty as the mornin’ dew on a rusty bucket.

DARLING:  Actually, I was just getting ready to leave. (Aside.) Truth 
be told, I have been ready to leave for the last 20 minutes. I was 
afraid that I would have to leave before he arrived.
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GABBY:  (Loses formality, as he can’t contain himself.) Well, I guess ole 
Deputy Gotluhkee got lucky in his timing, eh? A-heh-heh-heh!

ERNEST:  Unfortunately, duty calls and we must be off. But perhaps 
the deputy would be willing to join us for dinner? My dear sister is 
quite a fine cook.

DARLING:  Assuming the deputy does not already have other plans.
GABBY:  (Formal again.) No, ma’am. I do not have any other plans and 

would be honored t’ attend dinner… with you. (They both blush.)
ERNEST:  It is settled. And now, we must away. (EXITS with GABBY 

DOWN RIGHT.)
DARLING:  What a fine man!
FRANKLIN:  (ENTERS UP LEFT, examining papers.) What was that, my 

dear?
DARLING:  I said… I could use a fan. It is quite warm today.
FRANKLIN:  Quite so… quite so. (Returns his attention to the papers.)
DARLING:  Father, Ernest has invited Deputy Gotluhkee to dinner 

tonight. I hope that is all right.
FRANKLIN:  Quite all right. I find the deputy to be very entertaining.
DARLING:  (Not quite sure if that is good or bad.) Father, there is also a 

different matter that we need to discuss. Since our housekeeper 
got married and left, I have tried to be a dutiful daughter and take 
care of our household, but with all my activities and causes, it is 
simply too much. You promised that you would—

FRANKLIN:  Fear not, my darling Darling. I remember, and a Dewgood 
always keeps his word. I am interviewing a housekeeper this very 
morning. She should be here any moment.

DARLING:  Thank you, Father. I should have known better than to doubt 
you. (There is a KNOCK DOWN RIGHT.) That must be her now. I 
must be off, but I shall send her in. (EXITS DOWN RIGHT.)

FRANKLIN:  Thank you, my dear. (Returns to his papers.)
CHARITY:  (ENTERS DOWN RIGHT. She carries a large bag.) Mayor 

Dewgood, I presume?
FRANKLIN:  Indeed! And you must be…
CHARITY:  Charity Teach is my name. I am here to interview for the 

position of housekeeper.
FRANKLIN:  Of course. I have been expecting you. Did you bring your 

references?
CHARITY:  Yes, I did. (Takes a paper from her bag and hands it to 

FRANKLIN.) I am afraid they are not as extensive as some people’s, 
but I am a hard worker and can assure you, with all due modesty, 
that you will not be disappointed if you decide to hire me.
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FRANKLIN:  I see here that you have worked for the Eby household.
CHARITY:  That I have. They needed some temporary help, and I was 

honored to work for such a fine, upstanding family.
FRANKLIN:  I know them well. They are very good people indeed, and 

a recommendation from them speaks volumes to me. On that 
recommendation alone, I am willing to offer you this position. 
When can you start?

CHARITY:  I can start immediately. I even brought my lucky duster. 
(She pulls a feather duster from her bag.) I hope you do not find 
that too presumptuous?

FRANKLIN:  Not at all. It shows initiative! I shall leave you to your work. 
I must finish going over these papers, as I am expecting one of the 
councilmen here shortly. I shall be in the library. Please send him 
in when he arrives.

CHARITY:  Of course, sir. And thank you, sir, for this opportunity. 
(FRANKLIN EXITS UP LEFT. To the AUDIENCE.) How wonderful to 
once again be gainfully employed. And by the mayor himself! I 
shall dedicate myself to my labors, and in that way I may forget, 
for a time, that which haunts me so. I hope that this fine family 
never finds out my deep, dark secret. I shudder to even think of it! 
(Shudders.) And now, I must begin my new duties. (Begins dusting 
so that her back is turned to DOWN RIGHT.)

SIMON:  (Slinks ON DOWN RIGHT. Sees CHARITY and leers. Aside.) What 
have we here? I had expected to be meeting with that miasmic 
mayor. But what do I find instead? A delicate diversion! I shall 
play with the pretty before my puerile powwow. (Villainous laugh. To 
CHARITY.) Excuse me, my dear.

CHARITY:  (Startled.) Oh!
SIMON:  I beg your pardon. I did not mean to startle you. I am 

Councilman Simon Snarewell. Mayor Dewgood is expecting me, 
so I let myself in.

CHARITY:  I am Charity Teach, the new housekeeper. I was told to 
expect you. Right this way, sir.

SIMON:  Wait, my child. There is no hurry. I am actually a bit early. 
Please, come closer. I do not wish to yell across the room.

CHARITY:  Very well. In the interest of preserving your voice for your 
forthcoming meeting, I shall do as you ask. (Moves a bit closer.)

SIMON:  Closer… (CHARITY moves a little closer.) Closer… (Moves a bit 
closer.) Closer. (Moves a little bit closer.) There, that is much better. 
(Aside.) Gadzooks! I had not expected to behold such breathtaking 
beauty. I shall try to win her with my inimitable charms. (To her.) I 
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do not recall ever having seen you around town before. I am sure 
that I would remember seeing such a lovely young lady. Where 
have you been hiding all this time?

CHARITY:  I have not been hiding, I assure you. I have lived here all my 
life and have never hidden from anyone. (Aside.) While it is true I 
have never hidden, still, I have kept to myself lest someone guess 
my deep, dark secret. Does he suspect? What does he know? Oh, 
woe is me!

SIMON:  I meant nothing by it. I only meant that it is rare indeed for 
such a magnificent creature to escape my notice. I have an eye 
for the finer things, and you, my dear child, are indeed a treasure.

CHARITY:  (Aside.) Treasure! Oh, dear! Perhaps he does suspect! 
What should I do? But wait! There is no reason why he would 
know my deep, dark secret. And now that I consider his words, 
I find them quite discomforting on an entirely different level. 
(Shudders. To SIMON.) Sir, while I respect your position, I do not 
think it appropriate for this discussion to continue unchaperoned. 
Besides, I am keeping you from a very important meeting. (Moves 
away.)

SIMON:  Wait, dear Charity. I fear you misconstrued. (Aside.) This dew-
eyed doe appears to be a true innocent. How delicious! (Villainous 
laugh.) I must tread carefully, lest this fatuous fawn flees. 
(Villainous laugh. To CHARITY.) I assure you that I merely sought 
innocent discourse. My only defense is that I was taken unaware 
by stumbling upon such a stunning sight where I expected naught 
but a platitudinous politician. Please forgive the ramblings of a 
silly old town councilman.

CHARITY:  Very well. I shall give you the benefit of the doubt and 
forgive you, but I fear I would be remiss in my duties if I did not 
return to work at once.

FRANKLIN:  (ENTERS UP LEFT.) Ah, I thought I heard voices.
SIMON:  (Quickly.) Yes, Franklin. I have just arrived and was introducing 

myself to your new housekeeper. She seems quite efficient. A 
good find all around.

FRANKLIN:  She comes highly recommended from one of the finest 
families in town. But let’s get down to business, shall we, old 
friend? (Motions UP LEFT to the library.)

SIMON:  Please excuse us, sweet Charity. (EXITS UP LEFT followed by 
FRANKLIN.)

CHARITY:  (To AUDIENCE.) At last, I am away from that man! While his 
position is far above mine and I must not speak ill of my betters, 
still, there is something about the man that makes me not fully 
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trust him. But perhaps I am being too quick to judge. It is difficult 
to trust anyone when one is carrying around a deep, dark secret 
like mine. Perhaps my caution after all this time has made me 
too suspicious of others. But if my deep, dark secret were ever 
revealed, I would be undone. Oh, woe is me! (BLACKOUT.)

End of Scene One

ACT ONE
Scene Two

LIGHTS UP:  The Mayoral Manse, later that day just before dinner. 
GABBY and ERNEST ENTER DOWN RIGHT.
GABBY:  …and then, when you was starin’ that thar polecat down, I 

knowed ya had him dead t’ rights right then and thar.
ERNEST:  Just doing my duty as any sheriff would.
GABBY:  Not jus’ any sheriff, but the bestest sheriff this here side of 

the Mississipp’. And I’ve done saw a few sheriffs in my day.
ERNEST:  Thank you, Gabby, but I cannot claim that title, as there has 

been no official comparison of sheriffs to certify that claim.
GABBY:  You’re jus’ too modest, Sheriff. (Sniffs the air.) Hoo-wee! 

Somethin’ sure smells good. Maybe I better sidle on back t’ the 
kitchen, jus’ t’ see how everything’s comin’ along.

ERNEST:  Are you checking on the food or on the cook?
GABBY:  (Blushes.) Shoot, Sheriff… (ERNEST reaches for his gun [even 

if he is not wearing one].) No, no, no, Sheriff. I was jus’ exclamatin’.
ERNEST:  Sorry, Gabby, but as you know, one must be ever vigilant, 

when one is… the law! (Strikes a heroic pose.)
GABBY:  Course’n I know that. You’re the one that done teached me 

t’ keep my eyes peeled fer whatever might be a-brewin’. And I’m 
a-gonna see what’s a-brewin’ in the kitchen. A-heh-heh-heh! (EXITS 
DOWN LEFT. ERNEST smiles happily and shakes his head.)

FRANKLIN:  (ENTERS UP LEFT, papers in hand.) Oh, Ernest, my lad, I 
did not realize you were home. I was just going to check on dinner.

ERNEST:  I believe that Gabby beat you to it. Enforcing the law is 
hungry making work. (Strikes a heroic pose.)

FRANKLIN:  As is creating the law! (Mirrors heroic pose.) Councilman 
Simon Snarewell and I have been hammering out some new 
proposals all day. I have invited him to join us for dinner.

ERNEST:  (Dripping with distrust.) Snarewell!
FRANKLIN:  I know that you have your suspicions about him, but he is 

still a councilman, and I must work with him to govern this town. I 
know I can trust you to be on your best behavior. Would you please 
inform Charity to set another place?
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ERNEST:  Charity?
FRANKLIN:  Oh, yes. I forgot that you were so busy you did not make 

it home for lunch. I was going to tell you then. I have hired a new 
housekeeper. Her name is Charity Teach.

ERNEST:  Very well, Father. I shall inform her.
FRANKLIN:  Excellent. Simon and I have a few last details to go over. 

It should take ought but a moment. (EXITS UP LEFT. ERNEST turns 
to hang up his hat.)

CHARITY:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT.) Oh!
ERNEST:  (Turns. He and CHARITY are locked in each other’s eyes. In 

slow motion, they move their hands into archetypical love positions, 
hero with big smile and fists on his hips, heroine with big smile and 
hands clasped high in front of her. Hold for a moment, then they 
turn from each other bashfully.) Miss Charity Teach, I presume?

CHARITY:  Yes, and you must be…
ERNEST:  Ernest Dewgood, town sheriff. At your service, miss.
CHARITY:  (Aside.) How handsome he is! And how polite! (To him.) I 

was just about to inform your father that dinner is almost ready.
ERNEST:  Dinner? Oh, yes, dinner. (Aside.) How beautiful she is! And 

how well-mannered! Be still my heart! (To her.) That reminds me, 
I am to inform you that we will be having an additional guest for 
dinner. (As always, the name is spoken dripping with distrust.) 
Simon Snarewell will be joining us.

CHARITY:  (Also spoken dripping with distrust.) Simon Snarewell? Very 
well, I shall set an extra place.

ERNEST:  I can tell by the tone of your voice that you do not entirely 
trust the man. (Aside.) We have so much in common!

CHARITY:  It is not my place to speak ill of my betters.
ERNEST:  Please forgive me for being so forward, but I must say that I 

cannot imagine you having any betters.
CHARITY:  Oh, sir. I am afraid you may make me blush. (Aside.) I am 

beginning to feel lightheaded in his presence. My heart is all a 
flutter. I am sure that such palpitations cannot be normal. I hope 
I am not coming down with something. (Checks her forehead for 
fever. To him.) While I am flattered, I feel I must remind you that 
a man in a certain position and a woman who is a housekeeper 
cannot be together.

ERNEST:  But in this modern day of scientific advances and 
enlightenment, are we not beyond such class restrictions?

CHARITY:  (Aside.) How educated he is! I fear I may swoon! But even 
if we were beyond such restrictions, I could never be with this man 
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because of my deep dark secret. (To him.) Oh, how I wish it were 
so, but I fear that it can never be. (There is a KNOCK DOWN RIGHT.) 
Who could that be at this hour?

ERNEST:  It could be anyone. When one is a public servant, such as 
my father and myself, one must ever be ready to serve the greater 
public need at any hour of the day or night.

CHARITY:  (Aside.) How civic minded he is! He is truly a man’s man! 
But I must put these thoughts out of my head. (To him.) Then, I 
shall answer the door, as is my duty to this household and the 
greater public need. (EXITS DOWN RIGHT.)

ERNEST:  (To the AUDIENCE.) How noble a spirit! My heart is lost. I vow 
that, from this day forward, I shall not rest until I find some way to 
win her affections! (Strikes heroic pose.)

CHARITY:  (ENTERS DOWN RIGHT.) It is a couple seeking your father. 
Shall I show them into the library?

ERNEST:  No, bring them into the drawing room, and I shall fetch 
Father from the library. (EXITS UP LEFT.)

CHARITY:  (EXITS DOWN RIGHT. From OFFSTAGE.) The mayor will see 
you now. Right this way, please. (CHARITY, PERCIVAL and FEMORIA 
ENTER DOWN RIGHT. She directs them to the settee.) Please, have 
a seat. (PERCIVAL and FEMORIA sit.) Mayor Dewgood will be with 
you momentarily.

PERCIVAL:  Oh, I say, what a lovely home, eh what?
FRANKLIN:  (ENTERS UP LEFT with SIMON and ERNEST.) No, Simon, at 

any hour of the day or night.
SIMON:  Certainly, Franklin, I was just saying that… (He and FEMORIA 

notice one another. GABBY and DARLING ENTER DOWN LEFT. 
PERCIVAL stands as DARLING ENTERS.)

GABBY:  Well, I’m jus’ sayin’ that’n we oughta be eatin’ already… 
(Notices the OTHERS.) Oh, I di’nt knowed we had company.

DARLING:  Please, forgive us for interrupting.
FRANKLIN:  No need to apologize, my dear. This is an official meeting, 

and since government should be an open book, it is every civic 
minded citizen’s duty to learn its workings. Please, have a seat 
and join us. (DARLING sits, followed by PERCIVAL.) Allow me to 
make introductions. I am Franklin Dewgood, the mayor of this 
town. (During the following each nods or curtsies as appropriate.) 
My son, Ernest Dewgood, is the town sheriff. This is my darling 
daughter, Darling Dewgood. You’ve already met Charity Teach our 
new housekeeper. Town Councilman, Simon Snarewell. And Deputy 
Gabby Gotluhkee. And you are…?
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PERCIVAL:  (Stands.) I am Percival Woolsey, a professor at Oxford. And 
this… (FEMORIA stands.) …is my traveling companion, Femoria 
Fatale.

FEMORIA:  My friends just call me… Fem! (Does a hip bump, to which 
EVERYONE reacts.)

FRANKLIN:  (Gathers himself.) And what is your particular field of study, 
Professor Woolsey? (FEMORIA and PERCIVAL sit.)

PERCIVAL:  Oh, I say, no need to be so formal. I am here on a study 
sabbatical, so please, just call me Percy. My particular field of 
study is actually quite fascinating. I am a professor of pirates!

GABBY:  (Squints one eye, hooks one finger and slumps the shoulders.) 
Arrrrrrrrr! (Silence as all turn to stare at GABBY. Sheepishly.) Sorry.

PERCIVAL:  I do apologize for calling at such an uncivilized hour, but I 
was so excited that I simply could not wait. Eh what?

FRANKLIN:  And how may I be of service?
PERCIVAL:  As it happens, in my study of pirates… (As GABBY did 

before, PERCIVAL squints an eye, hooks a finger and slumps his 
shoulders.) Arrrrrrrrrr!

GABBY:  (Joins in.) Arrrrrrrrr!
PERCIVAL:  Well, it is rather like a parlor game, eh what? As I was 

saying, in my studies I realized that to truly understand pirates…
ALL:  (Joining in on the running bit.) Arrrrrrrrrr!
PERCIVAL:  …I should travel along the same routes they did. So I 

began my journey, and along the way, I happened upon several 
documents and references heretofore unknown amongst 
academia. One might say, a veritable “treasure” of scholarly lore 
about the pirate…

ALL:  (Bit.) Arrrrrrrrrr!
PERCIVAL:  …lifestyle. My most recent discovery is, perchance, my 

most exciting one to date. As I recall, that was about the same time 
that I made the acquaintance of my charming traveling companion, 
Miss Fatale. But that is neither here nor there, eh what? To make 
a long story short…

ALL:  Too late!
PERCIVAL:  …I believe that I have found a way to uncover… (Echoes.) 

…Blackbeard’s-eard’s-eard’s Greatest-est-est Treasure-sure-sure! 
(ALL, except CHARITY, react in happy surprise. After a beat, CHARITY 
reacts in horrified surprise.) If my calculations are correct, this 
treasure may be found in, or near, this very town. This could be 
the historical find of the decade, nay, the century! It would put your 
town on the map in a way hitherto unseen. I was hoping to be 
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granted your permission and assistance to search for what may 
well be the greatest pirate…

ALL:  (Bit.) Arrrrrrrrrr!
PERCIVAL:  …treasure of all time! The Lost-ost-ost Treasure-sure-sure 

of Blackbeard-eard-eard!
CHARITY:  (Aside.) If that treasure is ever found, it will expose my 

deep, dark secret. Oh, woe is me! Oh, lak-a-day!
FRANKLIN/ERNEST/GABBY/DARLING:  (Ad-lib.) Wonderful! Who’d a 

thunk it?! I never would have guessed. Right here in our town. It’s 
a treasure hunt! (Etc.)

ERNEST:  (As the hubbub dies down.) Father, this sounds like a 
wonderful opportunity.

DARLING:  I could organize the ladies auxiliary.
FRANKLIN:  Let us not get ahead of ourselves. If news of this gets 

out, we could be swarmed by gold seekers descending on our town 
like locusts. I feel it is better if we keep this information amongst 
ourselves, for now.

SIMON:  I agree. That does sound like the wisest course of action at 
this junction.

FRANKLIN:  Now, as we were about to have dinner, I suggest that we 
all enjoy a lovely repast and talk of this more afterwards. Percy, 
I must insist that you both join us for dinner, we would welcome 
your company.

PERCIVAL:  How very kind, eh what? (EXITS DOWN LEFT.)
ALL:  (Begin to cross DOWN LEFT. FEMORIA and SIMON hang back. 

Ad–lib.) I’m famished. Never would guessed. Something smells 
delicious. Did Blackbeard have an eye patch and a parrot? (Etc. as 
they EXIT DOWN LEFT.)

ERNEST:  (To CHARITY.) After you…
CHARITY:  Thank you, kind sir. (They’re OFF.)
SIMON:  Well, well, well. Femoria Fatale, is it? I seem to recall the days 

when a certain “Miss Vavoom” was pulling petty cons on drunks 
and gamblers. Moving up in the world, I see. Bravo.

FEMORIA:  What can I say? A girl has to think about her future. I 
seem to recall a certain “Dirk the Dagger” disappearing just after 
a jewelry heist occurred. Fancy that.

SIMON:  We know each other too well, my dear. (They embrace.)
FEMORIA:  I am actually glad to see you. I could use your help on 

this one. You were always a better schemer than I was. I could 
get away with the loot, but not without the law on my heels. I am 
willing to bet that your dastardly, devious mind could devise some 
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device whereby we both get away scot free. For a fair share of the 
booty, of course.

SIMON:  Of course. You don’t think civic duty drove me to be a 
councilman? I put myself in the position to make myself available 
for certain… opportunities as they arose. And as it happens, I 
could also use your help on a certain matter.

FEMORIA:  Do tell.
SIMON:  There is another treasure in this town… but of the feminine 

variety.
FEMORIA:  Let me guess… the housekeeper?
SIMON:  How did you know?
FEMORIA:  You always were a fool for the innocent. I noticed her when 

I first arrived, she practically drips innocence.
SIMON:  Quite so. I have recently noticed that she seems to be 

enamored with our very own town sheriff. If he were to succumb 
to the charms of another, it would break her heart and crush her. 
(Villainous laugh.)

FEMORIA:  And you, no doubt, would be willing to console the dear 
thing?

SIMON:  Indubitably. You should be able to find a window of opportunity 
during the treasure hunt. We will have to be careful so that your 
gentleman friend does not find out. But, as I recall, you are quite 
adept at juggling men.

FEMORIA:  Your recollection is as perfect as ever. You know how I 
enjoy ensnaring men and crushing the innocent. It is simply too 
divine an opportunity to pass up. Two for one! (Villainous laugh.)

SIMON:  And a chest full of gold doubloons to abscond with. (Both 
laugh villainously.)

FEMORIA:  But soft! Someone approaches.
PERCIVAL:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT.) Ah, there you are. Will the two of 

you not be joining us for dinner?
FEMORIA:  Of course, darling. I was merely inquiring with Mr. Snarewell 

as to the availability of local guides to help with our search.
PERCIVAL:  What a dear she is, I must say. Always looking out for 

me. There will be ample opportunity to discuss these things after 
dinner, eh what? Let us adjourn, my sweet.

FEMORIA:  As you wish, Percy. (Takes PERCIVAL by the arm and leads 
him to EXIT DOWN LEFT .)

SIMON:  It is practically inconceivable! Two different treasures appear 
before me and practically leap into my clutches. (Villainous laugh.) 
I have but to plot a strategy whereby I can gain both treasures, 
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yet divert attention elsewhere so that none suspect me. What a 
glorious day for… Simon Snarewell! (Villainous laugh. LIGHTS FADE 
to BLACK.)

End of Scene Two

ACT ONE
Scene Three

LIGHTS UP:  At the Mayoral Manse, just after lunch the next day. 
ERNEST, GABBY, DARLING and CHARITY ENTER DOWN LEFT.
GABBY:  That thar was the most dee-licious rib-stickin’ lunch I done 

ever et!
DARLING:  I must agree. My compliments to the chef.
CHARITY:  Thank you so much. I try to do my best.
DARLING:  (Instigating.) Ernest, do you not agree that Charity makes a 

wonderful cook?
ERNEST:  (Bashful.) I think that Miss Teach is wonderful in many 

regards.
CHARITY:  (Aside.) How bold he is. I fear that despite my best efforts, 

I am becoming hopelessly enamored with him.
ERNEST:  I thought that, perhaps, Father might have joined us for 

lunch.
CHARITY:  Your father had requested their lunch in the library, just 

before you arrived, so that they could work uninterrupted.
DARLING:  They have been at it since this morning. They had maps 

with lines and squares on them. It was all too much for me, so I left 
to attend my meeting for the Daughters Against Drunk Horseback 
Riding.

GABBY:  (Trying to sound formal.) And what fine cause a-might you be 
pursuin’ this here afternoon, if’n I might be so bold as t’ ask?

DARLING:  I shall be attending another meeting of the Save the 
Aardvark Foundation. That one has been a huge success. In the 
last month, not a single aardvark has died through either hunting 
or accident in this town.

GABBY:  (Aside.) I may not be the sharpest tack in the box, but even I 
knowed that there ain’t no aard-a-varks in a hunnert miles o’ this 
town. But when she gets a goin’ on about one o’ her causes, her 
eyes start sparklin’… an’ her nose crinkles up so purty… I jus’ 
ain’t got the heart t’ tell her. (To her.) Well, ma’am. I’m a-thinkin’ 
that it ain’t safe for a fine lady, such as yourself, t’ be a walkin’ 
these here dan-gee-rous streets all lonesome-like.
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ON STAGE
Drawing Room set:  small settee, comfy chair, end table, curio cabinet 
with knickknacks.
Wharf set:  wharf piling, pelican, blue cloth.

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
ACT ONE, Scene One:

Newspaper (ERNEST)
Papers (FRANKLIN)
Bag with paper and feather duster (CHARITY)

ACT TWO, Scene One:
Feather duster (CHARITY)
Handkerchief (SIMON)

ACT TWO, Scene Two:
Maps (GABBY, PERCIVAL)

ACT TWO, Scene Three:
Rope (CHARITY, SIMON)
Canoe (ERNEST)
Shark fin (STAGEHAND)

ACT TWO, Scene Four:
Locket (SIMON)

ACT TWO, Scene Five:
Blanket (CHARITY)
Handcuffs (SIMON, FEMORIA)

COSTUMES

ERNEST dresses primarily in white and wears a white hat. He has a 
badge. A gun in a holster is true to the time period, but not necessary. 
He wears an old-fashioned swimsuit under his clothes for ACT TWO, 
Scene Three.

GABBY dresses typically for a deputy of the times, with a smaller 
badge, brown hat and optional gun and holster.

CHARITY wears a sweet, light-colored dress of the time period and 
always has a locket around her neck.

SIMON dresses in black, including a cape and black top hat. No doubt, 
he probably has a moustache.

FEMORIA also dresses in black, rather vampish, but not inappropriate.

The rest of the cast can wear clothing appropriate for the time period.
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LOCALIZATION NOTES
I encourage you to localize the geographic references in the play, 
especially if being performed on or near the eastern seaboard.

You might also want to localize the name of the household that has 
provided Charity with references. We used the Eby household because 
Ed Eby was our piano player for two other shows, but he was too sick 
to play the piano for this one.

You can also modify some of the causes for which Darling Dewgood 
has meetings. The Save the Aardvark Foundation is pretty much set 
as a bit, but the others can be changed to reference local places or 
well-known events. Just remember to keep both the historic context 
and humor.

RISING TIDE

In ACT TWO, Scene Three, Charity is tied to the wharf as the tide rises. 
To accomplish this, blue fabric stretches across the front of the stage, 
DOWNSTAGE of Charity. A couple of stage hands or offstage actors 
control the fabric, making it rise to represent the rising waters.

At one point, the waves rise high enough so that it appears that 
Charity’s head is completely submerged. During this moment, a third 
stagehand or offstage actor brings on a cup of water for Charity, who 
will take a big gulp to spit out once her head emerges from the waves 
once more. This third stagehand will also provide the action of the 
shark fin above the waves.

BACKGROUND MUSIC

In my opinion, background music is essential to the success of a 
melodrama. Ideally, there will be a live pianist who is capable of playing 
mood music throughout the entire show. A live pianist also allows 
for changing things when something unexpected happens during a 
performance.

“Between Hisses,” available from Pioneer Drama Service, provides all 
the piano music you need for both mood music and public domain 
songs from the era. All this music is also available on a CD from 
Pioneer Drama if a live pianist is not an option for you.

A FEW LAST NOTES
Remember that melodrama lives and breathes because of audience 
participation. Warm up the audience so they get used to reacting. 
Remind your actors to never “step-on the laugh” or on an audience 
reaction.
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MY VERY LAST NOTES (REALLY)
Avoid contractions. Cheat-out to the audience. Have fun!

ORIGINAL CAST
The Secret of Charity Teach was originally performed under the title The 
Lost Treasure of Blackbeard as a fund-raiser for Richmond Civic Theatre 
and as part of the Heritage Festival for the Wayne County Historical 
Museum in a tent on the museum grounds on the 9th, 10th and 11th 
of September 2011 in Richmond, Indiana. Directed by Donald Mellen 
and Jane Turner, the original cast was as follows.

Kyle Turner ................................Ernest Dewgood
Meghan Cooper .........................Charity Teach
T.J. Rivard .................................Simon Snarewell
Mary Gross ...............................Femoria Fatale
Jack Werle ................................Percival Woolsey
John Garden .............................Franklin Dewgood
Shelley Wambo .........................Darling Dewgood
Doug Wambo ............................Gabby Gotluhkee
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We hope you’ve enjoyed    
this script sample. 
We encourage you to read the entire script before making 
your final decision.

You may order a paper preview copy or gain instant 
access to the complete script online through our E-view 
program. We invite you to learn more and create an 
account at www.pioneerdrama.com/E-view.

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. If you’d 
like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our customer 
service representatives are happy to assist you when you call 
800.333.7262 during normal business hours.

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
Englewood, CO  80155-4267

We’re here to help!


